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Does your campaign even need yard signs? 

Let me ask 

another 

question.  

How well 

known are 

you in the 

community?  

If you need to 

increase your 

name 

recognition 

among 

voters, yard signs are a cheap and effective way to do it.  

Political scientist Mel Kahn found that lawn signs help build 

name recognition for candidates. According to Kahn, each 

sign increases name recognition by six to ten voters for a 

candidate.   

Also, supporters love yard signs.  You might have already been 

told by a friend or neighbor that they will put a sign in their yard 

for you.  Great!  A few dollars is a small price to pay to increase 

a supporter’s loyalty and giving them a yard sign is the first step 

into turning them into a future rock star phone banker or 

canvasser.   

The most common argument you hear against campaign signs is 

that “yard signs don’t vote.”  The point is political yard signs 

won’t change a voter’s mind.  There are three phases to a 

political campaign: 
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1. Voter identification 

2. Voter persuasion 

3. Get out the vote (GOTV) 

If you’re knee deep in convincing voters to vote for you than 

yard signs won’t help.  Campaign yard signs, however, will help 

you identify voters and get them out to vote.   

For a voter to support your candidacy they need to know who 

you are.  As noted, yard signs build candidate name ID.  As 

Election Day nears, signs serve to remind supporters that the 

election is coming up, can be used at visibility events where 

supporters wave signs to remind voters of the election, and at 

polling places to increase your visibility there.   

How many campaign signs should I order? 

But back to the matter at hand, if you can answer “yes” to these 

statements, don’t worry about ordering yard signs: 

 The vast majority of my targeted voters already know my 

name 

 My supporters have never asked me for a yard sign 

 I have other ways to getting visibility during GOTV and at 

rallies 

If you answered “no” to the second or third statement, you 

won’t need too many yard signs.  For the last one, make sure 

you have enough yard signs to put one or two at each polling 

place and you spend the rest of your campaign funds elsewhere.   

If you want to make sure that your supporters get campaign 

signs, it’s more difficult to gauge but you can get a good 
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Tip:  The best place 

for yard signs is in… 

a yard.  Keeping 

signs on private 

property and off the 

highway to save 

your campaign 

money and have the 

greatest impact  



 

 

estimate after you have gone door to door for a few days.  Just 

average the number of yard sign requests by the number of 

doors you hit.  Say you’ve found that two voters in every 

hundred households want a yard sign.  Now, multiply that by 

the total number of doors you’ll knock as part of your campaign 

plan. 

Increasing candidate name ID 

throughout the district is only a 

little bit more complicated.  Some 

people will tell you that a good 

rule of thumb is one yard for every 

thirty voters.  I’d use this figure 

when you are putting together a 

campaign budget, but you want to 

get more specific when it’s time to 

open up your campaign coffers 

and order signs so that you don’t 

order any more yard signs than 

you need.   

To calculate the number 

of political yard signs that your 

campaign needs, multiply the 

number of voters, by expected 

turnout.  Then, multiple the 

product by the vote goal.  Political yard signs have been shown 

to increase name recognition by six to ten voters per lawn sign, 

so your final calculation is to divide by six.  If your lawn sign 

budget is tight, you can divide by up to ten. 

http://www.campaigntrailyardsigns.com/products/
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In this example, a fictitious candidate for city council is 

calculating how many yard signs the candidate needs. 

30,000 voters 

40% expected turnout 

52% vote goal 

Your district may be larger or smaller, so you will need to 

substitute the numbers of voters, turnout percentages, and vote 

goals for your specific district. 

30,000 x .4 x .52 / 6 = 1,040 yard signs 

In off year elections you will have a lower turnout than in 

presidential and gubernatorial elections where the turnout will 

be high.  The expected turnout number will change the number 

of yard signs needed dramatically. 

With limited resources, campaigns need to give some thought to 

each purchase including campaign yard signs.  If your campaign 

needs to increase the candidate’s name recognition, yard signs 

are proven to do so.  The calculations above will help you 

conserve your resources since you will only be purchasing the 

amount of yard signs your campaign needs. 

How to choose the right type of yard sign 

Not all yard signs are created equal.  You want to get the best 

deal on campaign yard signs that you can but there are other 

differences to keep in mind too:   

 Durability 
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 Different methods of assembly 

 Ability to customize shape and size 

 Ease of storage 

 Use steel wire frames or wooden stakes 

The major kinds, or substrates, of yard signs are all recyclable 

and many vendors are now offering yard signs made of post-

consumer recycled materials. 

Corrugated 

plastic, often 

referred to by 

its brand name, 

Coroplast, is a 

tough and 

lightweight 

material.  

Corrugated 

plastic signs 

use a special H-

shaped wire. 

Because of the H wire, it is impossible to use wooden stakes or 

recycle old yard sign wires with Coroplast yard signs.   

Assembling this type of yard sign is a simple matter of inserting 

the wire frames into the corrugated plastic flutes.  It’s not 

difficult but assembling these signs take longer than you would 

think! 

Coroplast signs are durable enough to last at least an election 

cycle, so incumbents should replace corrugated plastic signs 

http://www.campaigntrailyardsigns.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/rwb_council.jpg
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every other election. Because they are lightweight and sturdy, 

Coroplast signs are easy to store and mend minor damage.  

If you want to get creative with a uniquely shaped yard sign, 

corrugated plastic is your only option.  While this will surely 

make your sign 

stand out, 

there are less 

expensive 

ways to do it! 

For big 

campaigns, 

poly bag signs 

are the least 

expensive way 

to go, but if 

you are looking 

for less than a 

1,000 signs it’s not even worth considering this type of sign.  

These signs are extremely lightweight and weatherproof.  

The trick to assembling these signs is to bow the steel wire and 

then slip the bag over top.   

Unlike corrugated plastic signs, poly bag yard signs use standard 

yard sign wires. For campaigns on a tight budget, you can use 

wires from past campaigns and just buy the poly bag sign itself.  

Just be sure that you have enough wires of the right size or the 

sign will look strange supported by a small wire or fly off in the 

wind. 

http://www.campaigntrailyardsigns.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/poly-bag-sign.jpg
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Old faithful, the 

traditional 

cardboard or 

fold over yard 

sign is often 

your best bet 

for small and 

medium sized 

orders 

financially 

speaking.  The 

two downsides 

to cardboard signs are weather and assembly.  So long as you 

make sure that there is a nice, thick polycoat put on the sign, 

you won’t have trouble with rain but a strong storm and a thin 

polycoat will soak these signs.   

Fold over lawn signs are the most time consuming to assemble.  

As you might expect by the name, you fold the sign over the 

wire.  Then, you put staples along the side of the sign.  I 

recommend putting some plastic packing tape along the sides 

for good measure. 

If you’re trying to pinch pennies, cardboard signs will work with 

wooden stakes instead of the metal wires and just like the poly 

bag signs, you can always reuse metal wires from another 

campaign. 

  

http://www.campaigntrailyardsigns.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/dor_dor.jpg
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The yard sign substrate comparison chart sums it up: 

 Corrugated 
Plastic 

Poly Bag Poly Coated 
Cardboard 

Minimum 
Order 

1 500+  50+ 

Production 
Time 

Fastest Fast Faster 

Bleed Full None Sometimes 

Wire Type H or Stake U Shape U and Stake 

Recyclable Yes Yes Difficult 

Weather Weather Proof Weather Proof Weather 
Resistant 

Material Corrugated 
Plastic 

Plastic Paperboard 
Coated in 

Polyethylene  

Assembly Simpler Simplest Simple 

Economical Small Quantities Mid-Sized Large Orders 

Opaque No Check Yes 
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Dynamite yard sign design 

Particularly if you are going to design your yard signs yourself, 

it’s important to get a handle on basic design principles.  But 

even if you’ve thought better of the do-it-yourself approach, 

understanding yard sign design elements and the best colors for 

your campaign will keep your graphic designer on track. 

To make a long story short, there are two important 

components to a campaign yard sign: the candidate name and 

the office sought.  The purpose of campaign lawn sign design is 

to display those pieces of information as clearly as possible. 

8 Yard Sign Design Elements 

1. Campaign lawn sign ad copy: The fewer the words the 

better.  Candidate name and office sought are the only 

pieces of information necessary.  Using the fewest words 

possible makes the candidate name and office sought 

easier to read.  While pedestrians may take the time to 

read a sign that incorporates a candidate’s website, logo, 

or other information it’s nearly impossible for a driver to 

do so.  There is debate whether candidates with 

common surnames should include their first 

name.  Personally, I wouldn’t use the candidate’s first 

name unless, in the off chance, that you share a last 

name with your opponent. 

2. Font on campaign lawn signs: The bigger the better.  If 

you go overboard with wording on your yard sign, you 

can keep the candidate name and office sought big and 

bold.   

http://www.slideshare.net/bendonahower/8-yard-sign-design-elements
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3. Border on campaign lawn signs: Borders on campaign 

signs are nearly universal, but using a border around the 

font is less so.  Using a border around yard sign copy is 

great for two reasons: it will help the words to pop from 

the yard sign and it could reduce costs as many printers 

will charge more if there is a bleed between two colors 

on yard signs. 

4. Shape of campaign lawn signs: The less traditional the 

better.  Using a unique sign shape, however, is hard to 

find unless you are buying corrugated plastic, or 

Coroplast, yard signs.  If you decide that Coroplast is the 

best type of sign for your campaign, then experiment 

with different shapes to stand out from other signs and 

get noticed. 

5. Size of campaign lawn signs: The bigger the better.  The 

bigger the yard sign the easier it is to read.  Also, a sign 

that is much bigger than an ordinary political yard sign 

will stand out from the myriad of other lawn signs that 

are traditional sizes. 

6. Color of campaign lawn signs: The more contrast the 

better.  Opt for a yellow and black combination or 

another color combination that voters will notice. 

7. Material of campaign lawn signs: Yard signs come in 

corrugated plastic, paperboard, or plastic poly 

bag.  There’s a lot to choosing the right kind of yard 

signs, but some basic pointers are to use corrugated 

plastic if you would like a unique shape, paperboard is 

the traditional choice, and poly bag is durable. 

8. Frame for campaign lawn signs: Corrugated plastic must 

use an H frame design, poly bag lawn signs use an I 

frame, and paperboard or cardboard signs can use either 
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an I frame or wooden stake frame. Frame sizes vary to fit 

the campaign lawn sign. 

Bad campaign yard sign designs are at best as effective as no 

sign at all.  Bad designs are mostly the result of attempting to 

use yard signs for a purpose that they weren’t designed 

for.  Some of the most common are: 

Branding: Unless you can incorporate the campaign logo or web 

address cleanly within and without detracting from the 

candidate name or office don’t add this information. 

Messaging: Space is at a premium on lawn signs.  There simply 

isn’t room for a campaign slogan, issues important to the 

campaign, why the candidate is running, or what the candidate 

will do once in office. 

Contact Information: There also isn’t room for campaign 

contact information.  Today’s campaigns are smart to create a 

conversation about their candidacy, use social media tools, and 

otherwise leverage grassroots supporters and ideas, but yard 

signs aren’t suited for this. 

Let’s take a look at this type of analysis in action.  On the next 

page, we’re going to take a look at one sign to determine what 

went right and where there is room for improvement. 
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Bill Fletcher campaign sign  

 Words on campaign lawn signs: If you can’t read the 

bottom portion of the yard sign on the picture, neither 

can the voter who is driving by.   Can you tell what office 

the candidate is running for? 

 Font on campaign lawn signs: Fletcher could have used a 

bigger font particularly if he omitted his first name and 

words at the bottom of the sign. 

 Border on campaign lawn signs: Like the vast majority of 

yard signs, there is a border around the edge. 

 Shape of campaign lawn signs: Standard. 

 Size of campaign lawn signs: Standard. 

 Color of campaign lawn signs: Unlike many of the other 

yard signs in this picture, Fletcher’s color scheme pops 

by using bright and contrasting colors. 

 Material of campaign lawn signs: Paperboard. 

 Frame for campaign lawn signs: Standard I frame. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:SI-CampaignSigns.JPG
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The two key concepts to consider when designing yard signs are 

to differentiate your campaign bandit signs from the host of 

other standard red, white and blue that are being distributed 

and to make the candidate name and office sought as clear as 

possible.  Use the eight elements of yard sign design to think 

about how your campaign’s ideal lawn sign will look.  This is a 

great tool to get your design organized to ensure that you are 

ordering a well-thought-out yard sign. 

5 yard sign strategies that work 

1.  Order yard signs early when your name recognition is low.  

According to a study by Professor Melvin Kahn and Wichita 

State University, yard signs increase a candidate's name 

recognition.  Along with rewarding supporters, motivating 

supporters to volunteer more, and for polling places on Election 

Day, increasing a candidate's name recognition is the principle 

benefit of lawn signs. 

Candidates need to increase their name ID early on in the 

campaign so that they can move onto identifying supporters, 

persuading undecided voters, and getting ID'ed voters out to 

the polls. 

The best time to order signs is early on in the campaign when 

voters don't know who the candidate is and the candidate is 

relatively unknown. 

2.  Yard sign blitzes 

http://www.campaigntrailyardsigns.com/2010/11/campaign-yard-signs-are-red-white-and-blue-the-best-color-options/
http://www.campaigntrailyardsigns.com/products/
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One of the most effective yard sign distribution strategies is the 
sign blitz. 

While this tweet doesn't specifically relate to campaign yard 
signs, it demonstrates the point that when a campaign 
concentrates lawn sign placement in a small area that neighbors 
and commuters can't help but to notice them. 

If you have a limited number of yard signs, it’s better option to 
ensure that the streets with the most local traffic have all the 
yard signs they need while some less traveled roads won't get 
yard signs at all than to have signs spread across the entire 
district. 

3.  Earning media with a sign war.  If you're a state or local 
campaign, chances are you are having some trouble getting your 
name in the local news.  Here's a tactic that has been used time 
and time again to get coverage: sign wars. 

Even Wikipedia has a section on their site devoted to "notable 
sign wars:" 

A notable sign war occurs during the popular Shad 
Planking in Wakefield, Virginia. Every April, locals and 
politicians from all around the Commonwealth gather for 
some politicking, beer drinking, and fish eating. 

Nationally, in August 2007, Democratic presidential 
hopefuls John Edwards and Barack Obama each claimed 
victory for his side in the sign war that occurred at Drake 

http://www.campaigntrailyardsigns.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/Sign-blitz-tweet.png
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University in Des Moines, Iowa. Probably one of the 
most famous sign wars occurs every presidential election 
year at the Jefferson Jackson dinner in Des Moines Iowa. 

Why does this work?  Reporters on the political beat love 
covering the political horse race.  For most state and local 
candidates there aren't a steady stream of polls for them to 
report on.  In fact, there are few metrics for them to report on 
who is "winning" and not. 

While how many signs you have posted, how many Twitter 
followers you have, and the other numbers based metrics that 
local reporters have at their disposal aren't the only (or the 
most important for that matter) ingredients to a winning 
campaign, but you can use them to earn some media during the 
race. 

4. Post “can’t miss” yard signs by doubling (or tripling up) 

When people are driving, there is a lot competing for their 

attention: other passengers, the cell phone, the radio, and they 

might even be paying attention to the road.  With that said, one 

strategy to get local traffic to notice your campaign sign is to 

two or three close to each other.  As you increase the number of 

signs near each other, their visibility grow exponentially.   

It’s hard to miss three well-designed signs one right after the 

other.  Even if it means reducing the number of locations you 

can put signs, this is a tactic that works. 

5.  Strategically place campaign signs on private property  

Every campaign wants to make the most of their campaign 

dollars. This is why campaigns spend time and money ensuring 
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that their TV, 

radio, and direct 

mail pieces are 

professionally 

designed and are 

on the best 

channels, 

stations, and 

mailing universe 

to have the 

greatest impact.  Yet, we haphazardly buy, hand out, and stake 

signs along the highway.    

To get the most value out of political lawn signs, put yard signs 

on private property.  

I know what you’re thinking.  My opponent has their signs along 

the highway and you can’t just let that be.  Just keep in mind 

that you need to keep in mind the downsides of putting signs 

along the highway before you go ahead and do it:   

 Yard signs on public roadways will not get picked up 

after the campaign. You will need to do it. 

 Putting yard signs on highways is unlawful in many states 

and may get removed and your campaign fined. 

 Lawn signs on private property mean something. It 

demonstrates that there is support for the candidate. 

The average voter understands that the campaigns 

spouse or hired staff can plaster public roads with lawn 

signs. 

On the other hand, this is what campaign signs can do for you 

on supporters’ lawns: 
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Are you ready 

to take your 

yard sign 

strategy to the 

next level? 



 

 

 Publicly show support from 

neighbors 

 Demonstrate campaign 

momentum 

 Increase name recognition 

Step one is focusing on putting signs on 

actual voters’ lawns.  Are you ready to 

take yard sign strategy to the next level? 

For the same reason that campaigns look 

for endorsements from community 

leaders to issue press releases, put 

information about endorsements on 

their website to incorporate endorsements into direct mail and 

other outreach plans, lawn signs in community leaders’ yards 

are very effective. 

Each street and block has opinion leaders. These aren’t people 

who necessarily lead an organization or are successful 

businessmen, although they could be.  Get the most value out of 

your yard signs by getting signs in these peoples’ lawns: 

 Longtime residents 

 Volunteers for community organizations 

 Party officials 

 People who serve on municipal boards or authorities 

 Polling place volunteers 

 Elected officials 

Aside from your mom, your spouse, and your opponent, voters 

won’t notice the average yard sign.  You need to do something 

interesting and compelling to draw their attention.  Part of that 
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is great yard sign design.  Another piece is dramatically changing 

the streetscape.  To make a big change: 

 Put lots of signs in a small area 

 Sign blitz 

 Stack signs or stake the up high 

 Wait till a lot of supporters want signs in a neighborhood 

and post them all at one time 

The last one is tricky.  How can you get dozens and dozens of 

supporters to request a sign in a specific neighborhood?  

 Phone banks and canvasses are a great way to build a list 

of voters who are interested in a campaign lawn sign. 

Ask targeted voters if they would like a campaign yard 

sign and you’ll build a big list fast.  

 Keep a list of yard signs requests: only when there is a 

critical masses of supporters who want yard signs in an 

area distribute the signs.   

If there are enough yard signs distributed to substantially 

change the look of the street scape supporters and undecideds 

alike will take notice. 

Just like other aspects of the campaign, the campaign yard sign 

strategy means that more resources are going to certain areas 

of the district than others. Deciding where to focus campaign 

resources is targeting. If your campaign data shows where your 

campaign has the weakest name recognition that precinct 

should get the most yard signs.  

Unless you have a volunteer who is a numbers junky with a lot 

of free time, no need to dig too deep.  Even without hard data 
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it’s safe to say, for example, that the precinct where the 

candidate lives doesn’t need as many yard signs as the precincts 

that the candidate doesn’t live in. 

Another trick: put more yard signs in precincts with higher voter 

turnout.  If a great percentage of voters actually vote in one 

precinct over another, there is a denser population of targeted 

voters and so, more voters will see signs in those precincts 

compared to low voter turnout precincts.  Basically, the more 

targeted voters in a given area the more campaign yard signs. 

To make a long story short, if you are going to invest hundreds 

or thousands of dollars into yard signs, make sure you’re getting 

value out of it.  Using yard signs is a classic campaign tactic, and 

so you might be tempted to buy signs just because.  Don’t!  Any 

purchase that your campaign makes should need to weigh the 

pros and cons and have a clear objective in mind.   

For yard signs, do you want to increase name recognition, 

increase campaign momentum or visibility?  There is your 

objective!  Then, use the political sign strategies to meet your 

goal. 

Warning: violating campaign yard sign laws 
can cost your campaign thousands of dollars 
and very bad press 

If you’re a candidate, staffer, or volunteer chances are you take 
political speech very seriously.  It rubs me the wrong way when 
there are legal restrictions on campaign signs, or any other way 
that candidates can reach out to voters for that matter, but sign 
regulations are something your campaign must keep in mind. 
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There are three types of regulations that ordinarily pertain to 

yard signs: 

 Theft  

 Disclaimer requirements 

 Limits at polling places 

 Distribution restrictions 

The most commonly broken political yard sign law is theft.  The 

ethical issues aside from stealing signs, you don’t do yourself 

any favors by stealing lawn signs.  This post of top ten campaign 

yard sign theft videos shows candidates and others caught red 

handed taking signs.  Don’t steal signs and explicitly discourage 

your supporters from taking them too.  You risk anything from 

bad press to criminal charges, so put your energy into get your 

name and message out there instead.   

Nearly all states and the federal government have a disclaimer 

requirement where campaigns must print “paid for by (name of 

the campaign committee)” or something similar on print 

materials, websites, and other campaign materials including 

political signs. 

Restrictions at 

polling places 

are also a 

general 

restriction on 

politicking.  The 

state 

Department of 

State can direct 

you to the right 

http://www.campaigntrailyardsigns.com/2010/12/top-10-campaign-yard-sign-theft-videos/
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person to get more information on how far away you can 

campaign from the polling place on Election Day.  In some 

states, you can post signs right outside of the polling place and 

in others you have to hundreds and hundreds of feet away. 

If the distance is significant such as one hundred feet, what do 

you do? In the case of many churches, schools, and other 

common polling place locations putting a sign at the entrance to 

the site will fall within state regulations and are a great location 

for signs since every voter driving into the location will see 

them. 

If you’re not so lucky, put the signs where most voters will see 

them along a road or intersection leading up to the polling 

place. In addition, you can use volunteers to wave yard signs or 

other campaign rally signs to increase visibility near polling 

places and at busy intersections. 

Finally, state and localities will restrict campaign yard sign 

distribution.  States are all over the place with restrictions on 

putting out signs along the state highway.  In many states there 

is an outright ban while others have far less stringent 

regulations.  Pay attention to this one: several states have fines 

that apply to each and every sign that they spot and remove.  A 

night of yard sign indiscretion could cost the campaign 

thousands of dollars in fines.   

The Department of Transportation is in charge of handling yard 

sign distribution law in most states.  Contact them if you have 

any questions about the laws in your state.  In general, The 

Department of Transportation in your state will have regulations 

on: 
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 Whether or not signs are allowed on the state’s right-of-

way at all 

 How far from the side of the road campaigns signs are 

allowed 

 Restrictions on putting lawn signs on the highway 

median 

 Prohibiting signs at intersections outright or from 

impeding a driver’s vision 

 Whether people are allowed to stop alongside the 

road.  While this doesn’t relate specifically to signs, if you 

aren’t allowed to stop on certain types of states roads 

you wouldn’t, then, be able to place a sign along that 

road. 

 If the campaign and/or the candidate must pay a fine for 

violating campaign yard sign laws 

 How long the Department will keep signs they have 

collected until disposing of them 

 How early the campaign can post signs and a deadline 

for picking them up following the election 

If that weren’t enough, the localities in your district will have 

sign ordinances.  If you have several municipal governments in 

the district of the office that you are running for, you’ll find out 

that this can get complicated with some localities with many 

restrictions and others allowing campaigns to put out signs 

wherever they would like.   

When local governments have sign ordinances they usually 

restrict: the size of the yard signs, the shape of campaign lawn 

signs, the time frame that private property owners can display 

signs on their lawn, and restrictions or a complete prohibition to 

placing signs on the local right-of-way. 
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Although less common, local governments will limit the size of 

political yard signs. If this restriction limits the size of the sign on 

the municipal right-of-way, consider ordering two different sizes 

of signs or order signs small enough to meet all regulations. 

Particularly if the candidate has a long surname, this size 

restriction might make it very hard for voters to read the name 

and office sought at higher speeds. 

One way to figure out if your campaign should order two or 

more sizes of yard signs is to make a homemade sign within the 

municipality’s size restriction and drive by it at different speeds. 

Can a voter read the sign at 20mph? 30 mph? 40 mph? 50 mph? 

If the sign is only readable at very slow speed, the sign won’t be 

visible on highways and higher speed roads.  If the size 

restriction is really severe, just skip it.  No point in ordering signs 

that voters can’t 

see and read. 

Ordinances 

limiting access 

to the municipal 

right-of-way are 

the easiest local 

restriction to 

enforce and for 

your political 

opponents to 

notice. Your 

desire to follow the law aside, it’s not smart for campaigns to 

violate right-of-way ordinances! 

http://www.campaigntrailyardsigns.com/products/
http://www.campaigntrailyardsigns.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/House-private-property.jpg
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There are very few restrictions on placing yard signs on private 

property.  With that said, there are a few states that limit signs 

on private property that are visible from state road 

ways.  Particularly homeowners associations but also some local 

governments will limit the time that a political sign can be on a 

lawn or in the case of HOAs ban them outright. 

Aside from the possibility of paying fines and penalties for 

violating lawn sign regulations depending upon the state or local 

government, following the letter of the law will prevent attacks 

from your opponent. The other candidate is always looking for a 

chance to attack your campaign. 

Don’t make the mistake of violating state and local lawn sign 

regulations. Your opponent will take your campaign to task for 

yard signs violations whether the campaign was responsible or 

not. 

On the other hand, what’s good for the goose is good for the 

gander.  When you understand campaign sign laws, your 

campaign will know when the other candidate is running 

roughshod over the law.  When you find that the other 

candidate violates campaign sign law, document it.  Take a 

picture of the offending sign, tell the Department of 

Transportation, the local media, and post the image on your 

campaign blog.   

Voters have a right to know when a candidate for elected office 

is trying to gain an unfair advantage in the campaign.  Will 

voters trust a candidate to make the laws who can’t follow some 

of the simplest regulations?  You won’t know until you ask 

them! 
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Disclaimer: I’m not a lawyer nor do I play one on TV. I’ve put 

together the best information here that I was able to find.  With 

this said, don’t misconstrue this post as legal advice. 

Conclusion 

Campaign yard signs aren’t the panacea that some local activists 

say they are, but they aren’t useless like the “yard signs don’t 

vote” crowd says either.  Just like any campaign tactic, it’s 

important to determine what the needs of your campaign are, 

the resources that you have to meet those objectives, and the 

tactics that you will use to make everything come together on 

Election Day. 

Particularly for candidates who need to increase name 

recognition, yard signs are a time-tested, academically proven 

way to increase candidate name ID.  If you have volunteers 

begging for yard signs, a few dollars is a small price to pay to 

keep them happy and engaged.  Finally, yard signs are an 

effective way to increase campaign visibility particularly in the 

days leading up to the election. 

If none of these apply considerations apply to your campaign or 

there are laws that prohibit yard signs in your district, of course, 

use your limited campaign resources elsewhere.  On the hand, if 

you want to increase name ID, make volunteers happy, and 

increase campaign visibility invest in the right amount of yard 

signs.  
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Products 

Whether you’re just looking or know what you want, Campaign 

Trail Yard Signs has a sign to meet your campaign’s needs. 

 

Custom Poly Bag 

 

Corrugated Plastic  

 

Cardboard 

Custom Poly Bag Yard Signs 

 14” x 20” Poly Bag Yard Signs 

 14” x 36” Poly Bag Yard Signs 

 16” x 26” Poly Bag Yard Signs 

 20” x 32” Poly Bag Yard Signs 

Corrugated Plastic Yard Signs 

 6” x 24” Corrugated Plastic Yard Signs 

 12” x 24” Corrugated Plastic Yard Signs 

 18” x 24” Corrugated Plastic Yard Signs 

 24” x 48” Corrugated Plastic Yard Signs 

Cardboard Yard Signs 

 8” x 26” Cardboard Yard Signs 

http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=143&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=144&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=145&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=146&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=147&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=148&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=149&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=150&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=153&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=154&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=155&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=156&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=143&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=148&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=155&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=143&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=148&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=155&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=143&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=148&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=155&A=353&Task=Click
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 44” x 14” Cardboard Yard Signs 

 16” x 26” Cardboard Yard Signs 

 21” x 34-1/2” Cardboard Yard Signs 

 28” x 22” Cardboard Yard Signs 

 28” x 11” Cardboard Yard Signs 

 22” x 14” Cardboard Yard Signs 

 16” x 24” Corrugated Plastic Yard Signs 

  

http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=157&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=158&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=160&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=161&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=163&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=164&A=353&Task=Click
http://www.printglobe.com/Affiliates/aw.asp?B=165&A=353&Task=Click
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About Ben Donahower 

I have worked on campaigns 

fulltime since 2004 and in a 

volunteer capacity for more than 

ten years.  Over the last decade, 

I’ve heard everything from 

campaign lawn signs were the 

deciding the factor in their 

campaign to the oft quoted “yard 

signs don’t vote” and everything 

in between. 

I’ve worked on some races that 

were flush in political yard signs 

and others that went without, but in 2008 the campaign sign 

debate came to a head when the Obama campaign shunned 

lawn signs completely.  I have designed campaign yard signs and 

worked closely with printers during the ordering process before 

the 2008 presidential election, but since the 2008 presidential 

election, I wanted to find out for myself the purpose of lawn 

signs and the value that they provide to political campaigns. 

Turns out that there is middle ground!  Candidate signs don’t 

win elections on yard signs alone but they increase candidate 

name recognition.  While campaign yard signs don’t vote they 

are a small price to pay to keep your supporters enthusiastic 

about the candidate. 

I started Campaign Trail Yard Signs to cut through the campaign 

yard sign confusion. What do lawn signs do well? When are they 

http://www.campaigntrailyardsigns.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/Web-pic.png
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more trouble than they are worth? Just honest answers, so that 

you order only the political yard signs your campaign needs. 

If there is anything that I can clarify about yard signs or my 

background you can email me bendonahower@gmail.com or 

give me a call (717) 884-9789. 

mailto:bendonahower@gmail.com

